The Cambridge Centre for Environment, Energy, and Natural Resource Governance (CEENRG) is hosting a seminar series throughout the 2023-24 academic year. Seminars typically take place in-person in the DAB—David Attenborough Building and/or online in Zoom every Thursday* at 3 pm (UK time) during 2023 Michaelmas term. Please register online to receive the Zoom link on the day of the seminar. Everyone is welcome!

4 Oct*  **Prof Alex Pfaff**  [Joint CEENRG/CCI Seminar]
Professor of Public Policy, Economics and Environment, Duke University
Comparing protection types in the Peruvian Amazon: Multiple-use protected areas did no worse for forests
Time: 4-5 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Main Seminar Room (1.25) in DAB + online in Zoom

11 Oct* **Prof Jorge Viñuales**  [Joint CEENRG/CCI Seminar]
Harold Samuel Professor of Law and Environmental Policy, Dept. of Land Economy, University of Cambridge
Bringing climate change before the World Court: Strategic, diplomatic and legal considerations
Time: 4-5 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Main Seminar Room (1.25) in DAB + online in Zoom

19 Oct  **Dr Tao Zhang**
Reader, Institute for Innovation and Entrepreneurship, Loughborough University London
Supplier carbon management and firm idiosyncratic risk: Empirical evidence from China
Time: 3-4 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Weston Seminar Room (2.49) in DAB + online in Zoom

26 Oct  **Lin Zhou**
Doctoral Researcher, Technical University of Munich | Visiting Scholar, CEENRG, University of Cambridge
Beyond the traditional: Voluntary collective action initiatives in China’s rural land development
Time: 3-4 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Weston Seminar Room (2.49) in DAB + online in Zoom

2 Nov  **Dr Daoping Wang**
Lecturer in Risk, Environment and Society, King’s College London
Assessing supply chain disruption risks from infrastructure failures
Time: 3-4 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Weston Seminar Room (2.49) in DAB + online in Zoom

* Joint CEENRG/CCI Seminars take place on Wednesdays, 4 and 11 Oct, at 4-5 pm
The Cambridge Centre for Environment, Energy, and Natural Resource Governance (CEENRG) is hosting a seminar series throughout the 2023-24 academic year. Seminars typically take place in-person in the DAB—David Attenborough Building and/or online in Zoom every Thursday* at 3 pm (UK time) during 2023 Michaelmas term. Please register online to receive the Zoom link on the day of the seminar. Everyone is welcome!

9 Nov  Dr Saradamoyee Chatterjee  
Bye-Fellow and Director of Studies in Land Economy, Lucy Cavendish College, University of Cambridge  
Climate change, human-tiger conflict and the tiger widows of the Sundarbans: A tale of extreme stigma and discrimination  
Time: 3-4 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Weston Seminar Room (2.49) in DAB + online in Zoom

16 Nov  Prof Elizabeth Whitsitt  
Professor, Faculty of Law, University of Calgary  
International investment law and climate change: Preservation through plurilateralism as the way forward?  
Time: 3-4 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Weston Seminar Room (2.49) in DAB + online in Zoom

22 Nov* Dr David Castells-Quintana  
Associate Professor, Department of Applied Economics, Autonomous University of Barcelona (UAB)  
Inequality and climate change: the within-countries distributional effects of global warming  
Time: 12-1 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Manatee Room (1.41) in DAB + online in Zoom

30 Nov  Dr Audun Botterud  
Principal Research Scientist, Laboratory for Decisions and Information Systems, MIT  
Towards zero-carbon: Challenges and solutions for electricity systems and markets  
Time: 3-4 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Weston Seminar Room (2.49) in DAB + online in Zoom

7 Dec  Prof Cristiane Derani  
Professor in International Economic and Environmental Law, Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC)  
Global food system, climate change and law  
Time: 3-4 pm. Hybrid: in-person in Weston Seminar Room (2.49) in DAB + online in Zoom

* Seminar on Wednesday, 22 November, takes place on at 12-1 pm (lunchtime)